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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing technology is mostly preferred now-a-days. People store their data in cloud instead of 
storing on their device, but the security of data and issues of trusted third party are still present in the cloud. We can 
solve the issues by avoiding the trusted third party in communication between data owner and data consumer and 
security of data can be maintained by giving two-level encryption to data stored in cloud. Compared to single level 
encryption of data we can add one more level of security, by adding second encryption to data present in cloud which 
provides more data security. Verifying the data owner and data consumer is important in case of data security in order 
to avoid the unauthorized access to data. This is done by providing the One Time Password authentication. Security is 
also enhanced by asking random questions to data consumers while downloading the file which can be asked to the 
consumer while registering to the system. Category-wise data is getting stored on cloud and consumer can access the 
data according to categories. The data distribution process is done by categorizing data with different sections like 
distinction, first class, second class in MNC based application which can be stored with secure mechanism. The 
mechanism used provide privacy to the data with two level encryption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In cloud computing high scalable computing resources are supplied as services through internet on pay as usability 
basis. Cloud is a platform where we can use several resources over the internet. There are different advantages of using 
cloud like easily accessible, easily available, low cost and efficient. We can store big amount of data without bothering 
of hardware, but storing data on cloud requires more security and trust. The security issues like data integrity, privacy 
loophole can damage data in system. Perhaps two of the more hot button issues surrounding cloud computing relate to 
storing and securing data, and monitoring the use of the cloud by the service providers. These issues are generally slow 
down the deployment tent of the cloud service provider. The security mechanisms between organization and the cloud 
need to be robust. In this work, we are presenting an efficient data distribution system by using web application so that 
the users can efficiently store their data on cloud and can share their data to the authorized person. Where we are 
storing our data in the form of category. For example, suppose we have college based web application which is storing 
details of its student, teacher staff, non-teaching staff and workers. If any MNC want to access the data from student 
category, then he can access data through the category only if data owner gives him access permission. We are 
authorizing both consumer and owner for giving permission to access the data for providing more security. For 
authentication of owner we are providing one time password (OTP) so that any fake or unauthorized owner will not be 
able to do any operation into the system .The consumer will be identified by using image processing on security basis; 
We are providing data security by using algorithms blowfish,IDEA,MD-5 . We firstly design blowfish algorithm which 
allows consumer with a single secret key to keep the data privacy and flexibly share his data to authorized person under 
permission. We are also using IDEA algorithm for double encryption to protect integrity and privacy of data. To protect 
our data from data theft which acquires data services from different service providers because those services are cost 
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efficient and flexible for sharing data. To provide more security, our data distribution system ID designed without 
trusted third party. So that the data owner is only the authorized person to control and share his own data.  
1. Related Work 
There are lot of works focusing on the issues of security, privacy of data in cloud [1], [8]. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) is 
one of the solution to share data on public cloud [3], [6].This benefit of PRE is that user have to maintain the secrete 
key. Now, new TB-PRE concept is used for the access control in cloud computing where system is enough powerful 
for  
Many application in which data is naturally classified into different categories for different users [1], [4]. Some systems 
work over the concept of identity-based encryption in their work [2], [8]. 
Any loophole in the system may cause damage to the system, that loophole in system may be arise through some 
attacks [6], [7]. Cryptography refers to the secure communication in the system [2], [6]. 
Lots of research has been done in the aspect of cryptography and its techniques in cloud. 
 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Security is big concern in cloud computing, we are providing security w.r.t to data security, data privacy, data 
distribution in our system by eliminating the interference of third party. 
 
1.1 Basic System Model 

 
In basic architecture diagram the basic idea about the flow of system is discussed. Here data owner can store his data on 
cloud and allow number of consumers to access them.  
Step 1: Data owner stores the data on cloud server.  
Step 2: Data consumer takes permission from data owner to access data. 
 Step 3: Data Owner asks the Cloud Server to provide data to data consumer. 
 Step 4: Cloud Server gives the data to data consumer. 
 
1.2 Detailed System Model 
In our system, we are having data owner, data consumer, UI system and Cloud service provider where each one is 
performing its vital role. Data owner is a user who can register into the system first, then login with the OTP generated 
by the system. OTP will be generated by using the algorithm which will send the required key on mobile phone by 
using HTTP protocol and also on an email by using API and upload the data through various categories like distinction, 
first class, higher second class and so on. Cloud service provider is admin who login to the system for data encryption 
which is done at second level using IDEA where simple txt file is processed, BLOWFISH Algorithm is used for double 
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encryption to provide more security to the system, MD-5 for generating key algorithms and stores the encrypted data on 
cloud. Cloud Consumer request for the data access directly to the data owner without interference of third party. Data 
consumer can access or download the requested file only if the request accepted by the data owner and key is sent by 
owner to the consumer for downloading the requested file. 

 

 
1.3 Design Goals 
To ensure the correctness of users’ data in cloud, we propose an effective and flexible distributed method which allow 
end users to retrieve data with different categories from cloud service provider. 
To allow data owner to upload data on cloud with different categories and who is also able to upload text, images for 
files till 52428800bytes. 
To maintain the privacy using two level encryption that is with IDEA, Blowfish algorithms and integrity using MD-5 
key generation algorithm for uploaded data. 
To authenticate data consumer with random questioning. 
 

III. A NEW METHOD FOR DATA DISTRIBUTION, SECURITY AND PRIVACY 
 
3.1.Algorithms 
1.3.1 IDEA Algorithm 
The input.txt file is given to IDEA algorithm. In IDEA algorithm input.txt file is divided into 4 parts such as P1, P2, P3, 
and P4. Total keys used are 52keys. Total there are 8 rounds and in each round we use 6keys. 6 Keys are K1, K2, K3, 
K4, K5, and K6. Round 1: 
Step1- P1*k1                                                                                             Step2- P2+k2                   
Step3- P3+k3                Step4- P4*k4               Step5- Step1 
XOR Step3              Step6- Step2 XOR Step4              Step7- Step5*K5  
                             Step8- Step6+Step7               Step9- Step8*k6          
                 Step10-Step7+Step9             Step11-Step1 XOR Step9 -R1            
Step12-Step3 XOR Step9 -R2           Step13-Step2 XOR Step10 -R3           Step14-Step4 
XOR Step10 -R4 
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 First round output R1 R2 R3 R4 But while giving input to second round, input will be R1 R3 R2 R4 Similarly the 8 
rounds will take place. But after the eight rounds, in each round we have just used 6 keys so 8 rounds * 6 = 48 keys so 
till now we have just used 48 keys still 4 keys are remaining. Output of eight round we will get R1, R2, R3, R4  
R1 * k49 -C1      R2 + k50 -C2      R3 + k51 -
C3      R4 * k52 -C4               finally cipher text will 
be generated as:          C1+C2+C3+C4=C 
 
1.3.2 Blowfish Algorithm 
-Output of IDEA algorithm is given as input to Blowfish algorithm. 
Output of IDEA algorithm is C. 
Blowfish consist of total 16 rounds.                 P1-P18 is the keys. 
 -Divide C into two 32bit: XL, XR XL-Left text, XR-Right text for i=1 to 16; (because of 16 rounds) 
XL = XL XOR P1                   XR = F (XL) XOR XR                 
Swap XL and XR                   Swap XL and XR (Undo the last swap)                 
XR = XR XOR P17                  XL = XL XOR P18 
Cipher text: Concatenation of XL XR 
MD-5 algorithm is used to maintain the integrity of data stored on cloud 
 
3.2 Snapshots of the system 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
In this system, security is provided by two level of encryption on data and by not involving trusted third party. 
Algorithm used in system are Blowfish, IDEA and MD-5. To get access only to required data, categories-wise data is 
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stored in cloud. Verifying data owner and data consumer by One Time Password is done to enhance the security of the 
system. 
 Future Work: 1. Security of data stored on cloud is becoming more important, we can add more level of encryption to 
the data stored in cloud. 2. Data consumer can also give rating to data owner, according to rating given to data uploaded 
by data owner. 3. System can be used in Training and Placement applications. 
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